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What is the difference between a patch, an update and a service release? 

 

  All releases are incremental and will include all code changes implemented after the previous 

Service Release.   However the release and testing cycle differs between the different types of 

releases. 

• Patch - the most basic release and generally not rigorously tested 

• Update - basic testing is completed on the code changes implemented 

• Service Release - full testing cycle completed including full regression testing 

 

 The element of risk when using the different types of releases will change.   Patches by their 

nature have a greater chance of unintended issues than updates and the least risk applies to 

using a service release. 

 

Fixed bugs since SR7 (build 7773) : 
 

Bug 31598: Reason for restart: No GDIPlusChecker activity for 30 seconds 

Bug 40458: Value Not Shown Properly in CSV with Store Command 

Bug 40233: Related to work item 31017 - Client 9: QlikView hangs when you try to create new 

sheet objects although when in QEMC the parameter is set to None and QVS is Ver10. 

Bug 40492: Values are changed after print to pdf option when multibox is selected 

Bug 40493: IEPlugin Selection Stamp Not Shown in Print View Japanese 

Bug 40228: Qlikview - OnActivateSheet trigger: Trigger seems to be misfiring when using a 

bookmark 

Bug 39460: QlikView Server - No scroll bar in QVS Statistics 

Bug 40106: Ajax -  Search object is moveable despite "Property>Layout>Allow move/size" it's 

not marked 

Bug 40325: Stacked 3D look Bar Chart accumulate sum problem 

Bug 37612: "Open Document" in the Reduce tab of the QEMC generates an "Object reference 

not set to an instance of an object" after exactly 10 minutes 

Bug 38153: Distribution Task Stops When Unable to Find Authenticated User, Loop and Reduce 

Bug 33958: Qlikview Distribution Service Exception Int32 overflow 

Bug 39954: Initialization process failed error 

Bug 38797: Desktop - Set Verbatim = 1 - Leading and trailing spaces are trimmed when loading 

a csv file 

Bug 39944: Publisher tasks fail intermittently with COM Exception errors (the remote procedure 

call failed) 
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Bug 37980: Selection Stamp Wrapped in Print Previw with Japanese QlikViewDesktop 

Bug 34867: Report / Bookmark name - Japanese character with two syllables - second input 

covers first 

Bug 37378: Application open time big when Chart calculation condition not set to 0 

Bug 38155: QlikOCX - ACUCOBOL on Windows XP and 2003 Server - no document is opened 

the second time OpenDocument is called 

Bug 38719: Cycle Group + On Change will not cause a macro to fire in QlikView 9 SR7 or 

QlikView 10 SR2 

Bug 37829: QlikView Server - When exporting and scrolling in Pivot table QVS crashes 

Bug 34648: Unable to input data in search field after select date from calendar object. 

Bug 37970: IE6 crashes when closing plugin 

Bug 36665: IE-Plugin can't paste into inputfield with shorcut key Ctr+V 

Bug 35826: context menu in input box -> PASTE doesn't work (V9) 

Bug 37782: Using a variable to define a dimension creates an "unnecessary" calculated 

dimension 

Bug 38137: text value gets formatted as numerical when exported to excel 

Bug 38278: Exporting large data volumes "export to excel" should send to .csv instead of 

wrapping to new sheets in .xls 

Bug 37722: Paste in Input Box does not work if "Add Sheet Object" is not allowed 

Bug 34358: AJAX: Alignment not working in pivot table 

Bug 36246: AJAX: Selections stamp will be printed when printing a chart even if is set not to in 

the PRINT options 

Bug 36247: AJAX in IE Searchbox input field cannot be navigated with arrow keys 

Bug 36249: AJAX: Export to Excel Days and Months are shown as numbers instead of the actual 

name 

Bug 36486: AJAX: switching to a tab with blank tables will resize the objects 

Bug 36488: Dropdown list from multibox in wrong position if browser window scrolled 

Bug 36538: Tickets doesn't get created and QVS returns The parameter is incorrect to the 

requesting part after a several identical requests 

Bug 36715: AJAX: IE6 Text field moves down when selecting values from a list box 

Bug 36786: Clear All Selections does not apply from context and object menu 

Bug 36828: Same sort order in listboxes using AutoAscending gives different results 

Bug 36863: When moving between tabs some letters show up 

Bug 37001: IE and Firefox: Inner borders missing when printing from IE 
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Bug 37028: AJAX: Stack overflow at line: 1372 searching in global search box multiple times 

causes browser hang and error 

Bug 37208: Search Object and Firefox: Deleting the value searched for will stop returning search 

results afterwards 

Bug 37771: PGO file shaky line resilience 

Bug 37244: QlikView Server - Problem with search function 

Bug 36346: AJAX - Error when having option Hide Excluded together with Selection Style 

Windows checkboxes 

Bug 36752: OCX crashes when closing from a modal window 

Bug 36686: The link can not handle full-width Japanese characters QV9 SR6 

Bug 36627: Internal inconsistency, type D and F, detected 

Bug 36696: GenericEventLogMessage does not handle "true" UNICODE 

Bug 36329: View > Zoom doesn't work correct any more 

Bug 36449: Scatter object doesn't work correct in QV9SR7 

Bug 36471: Fit Zoom to WIndow no working properly 

Bug 36497: Pivot table with more then 3 dimensions will have displaced rows/columns in Excel 

when copying to clipboard -> full table 

Bug 36505: Wrap text in minimized chart doesn't work in Ajax Client in 9SR7 

Bug 35667: QlikView Desktop: Trigger on eventet OnSelect and TreeView 

Bug 36347: AJAX - Text margin does not work in Text object 

Bug 32648: QVB hangs if DB is unreachable 

Bug 36488: Dropdown list from multibox in wrong position if browser window scrolled 

Bug 35919: Ajax: Not possible to regret multiple selections made in multibox 

Bug 36525: Subfield not giving any output in SR7 

Bug 36180: AJAX - Selection sent via HTTP link - Trigger Apply bookmark does not seem to 

work when bookmark selections are based on variables 

Bug 36468: QlikView Publisher - Mixing static and dynamic reduction gives COMException 


